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In this short historical review the records about foundation and research activity of the Department of Structure and Function of Protein--school of V. A. Belitser, Member of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine are presented. V. A. Belitser was the founder and indispensable chief of the department since the date of its creation (1944) till 1987. The main research interests (1975-1987) of the department were focused at the investigation of structure, biological function of the fibrinogen-fibrin system, mechanisms of the network assembly and of the fibrin fibers structure. Studying the molecular mechanisms of the fibrin fiber assembly, it was shown that the specificity of the building structure was shown is determined by the specific reactive sites with strong affinity of the molecules. The activity of the sites was investigated on protein molecules as well as the fragments. The physical nature of the bonds created by the active sites, that appearing during in the process of fibrinogen activation by thrombin, was revealed. Examination of the fibrin assembly in cooperation with electronmicroscopists and studies of the complex formation between active fragments and fibrin monomer were summarized. Both the fibrin monomer polymerization and protofibril lateral association are presented as two stages in the assembly of the fibrin network. In the research of the domain fibrinogen structure the specific sites of the fibrin assembly in each of the domains were found. COOH-terminal regions of the A alpha-chains play independent part in the fibrinogen and fibrin. That is why it is relevant to consider them as alpha C-domains. In the free fibrinogen molecules (in solution) these domains are responsible for globular shape, they are linked to domains D intramolecularly. When fibrin assembly takes place, alpha C-domains play significant carriage role in fibrin molecules interaction, linking to domains D intermolecularly. The model of the fibrinogen molecule structure and the general scheme of the fibrin fibers network formation were proposed. Physico-chemical basics of a biological structure assembly were elucidated using the process of the fibrin self-assembly as an example. Much attention was devoted to the problems of practical medicine. The quantitative methods of fibrinogen, soluble fibrin and active fibrin/fibrinogen fragments estimation in blood plasma were developed.